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Ancient Medicine 2023-11-17

the third edition of this magisterial account of medicine in the greek and roman worlds written by the foremost expert on the subject has been updated to incorporate
the many new discoveries made in the field over the past decade this revised volume includes discussions of several new or forgotten works by galen and his
contemporaries as well as of new archaeological material rna analysis has expanded our understanding of disease in the ancient world the book explores the
consequences of this for sufferers for example in creating disability nutton also expands upon the treatment of pre galenic medicine in greece and rome in addition
subtitles and a chronology will make for easier student consultation and the bibliography is substantially revised and updated providing avenues for future
student research this third edition of ancient medicine will remain the definitive textbook on the subject for students of medicine in the classical world and the history
of medicine and science more broadly with much to interest scholars in the field as well

Ancient Medicine 2004-03

available for the first time in paperback the first substantial sole authored history of ancient medicine for almost 100 years uses both archaeological and written
evidence to survey the development of medicine from early greece to late antiquity

Medicine and Markets in the Graeco-Roman World and Beyond 2020-01-01

for almost half a century vivian nutton has been a leading figure in the study of ancient and less ancient medicine the field itself has been revolutionised over that
time in this volume distinguished colleagues and former students develop in his honour key themes of his ground breaking scholarship spanning from the bronze age to the
digital age involving the cult of artemis and the corpuscular theories of asclepiades of bithynia the medicinal uses of beavers and the cost of health care and wet
nursing case histories remedy exchange and the medical repercussions of political assassination this book has at its centre the pluralism and diversity of the ancient
medical marketplace the lively interplay between choice and competition unity and division communication and debate so notable in vivian nutton s foundational vision
of the world of classical medicine is richly examined across these pages

Galen 2020-04-30

this volume offers a comprehensive biography of the roman physician galen and explores his activities and ideas as a doctor and intellectual as well as his reception
in later centuries nutton s wide ranging study surveys galen s early life and medical education as well as his later career in rome and his role as court physician for
over forty years it examines galen s philosophical approach to medicine and the body his practices of prognosis and dissection and his ideas about preventative
medicine and drugs a final chapter explores the continuing impact of galen s work in the centuries after his death from his pre eminence in islamic medicine to his
resurgence in western medicine in the renaissance and his continuing impact through to the nineteenth century even after the discoveries of vesalius and harvey galen is
the definitive biography this fascinating figure written by the preeminent galen scholar and offers an invaluable resource for anyone interested in galen and his work
and the history of medicine more broadly

Renaissance Medicine 2022-04-07

this volume offers a comprehensive historical survey of medicine in sixteenth century europe and examines both medical theories and practices within their intellectual
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and social context nutton investigates the changes brought about in medicine by the opening up of the european world to new drugs and new diseases such as syphilis
and the sweat and by the development of printing and more efficient means of communication chapters examine how civic institutions such as health boards hospitals
town doctors and healers became more significant in the fight against epidemic disease and special attention is given to the role of women and domestic medicine the
final section on beliefs explores the revised galenism of academic medicine including a new emphasis on anatomy and its most vocal antagonists paracelsians the
volume concludes by considering the effect of religious changes on medicine including the marginalisation and often expulsion of non christian practitioners based on a
wide reading of primary sources from literature and art across europe renaissance medicine is an invaluable resource for students and scholars of the history of
medicine and disease in the sixteenth century

Pharmakon 2010-06-05

pharmakon plato drug culture and identity in ancient athens examines the emerging concern for controlling states of psychological ecstasy in the history of western
thought focusing on ancient greece c 750 146 bce particularly the classical period c 500 336 bce and especially the dialogues of the athenian philosopher plato
427 347 bce employing a diverse array of materials ranging from literature philosophy medicine botany pharmacology religion magic and law pharmakon
fundamentally reframes the conceptual context of how we read and interpret plato s dialogues michael a rinella demonstrates how the power and truth claims of
philosophy repeatedly likened to a pharmakon opposes itself to the cultural authority of a host of other occupations in ancient greek society who derived their
powers from or likened their authority to some pharmakon these included dionysian and eleusinian religion physicians and other healers magicians and other magic
workers poets sophists rhetoricians as well as others accessible to the general reader yet challenging to the specialist pharmakon is a comprehensive examination of
the place of drugs in ancient thought that will compel the reader to understand plato in a new way

A History of Medicine: Roman medicine 1996

john caius 1510 1573 second founder of gonville and caius college cambridge was an english scholar with an international reputation in his lifetime as a naturalist
historian and medical writer his autobibliography is a major contribution to the history of english culture in the middle years of the sixteenth century and has been
translated into english for the first time in this book beginning with an in depth introduction to john caius life and works an autobibliography by john caius provides a
wealth of information to support and accompany the translation of this significant text in his autobibliography caius lists the books that he wrote but also
details the circumstances of their writing he describes his travels in italy in search of manuscripts of the ancient greek doctor galen of pergamum as well as giving an
insight into his personal life including his vigorously conservative views whether on medicine spelling and pronunciation or on cambridge university his religious views
which led to the ransacking of his rooms by a cambridge mob are explored in detail in appendix ii of this book in appendix i recent discoveries of books owned and
annotated by caius are used to supplement what he says about his activities as well as to trace at least one of his lost works in italy and denmark the resulting
picture throws light on european medicine in the sixteenth century as well as on the humanistic culture that linked learned men and women across renaissance europe

An Autobibliography 2018

the book is extremely well balanced in each section there is usually an argument for and against the positions raised it is a useful and well thought out text it will
make people think and discuss the problems raised which i think is the editor s main purpose journal of medical ethics a volume that is to be commended for the clarity of
its contributions and for the depth it gains from its narrow focus in places this is a deeply moving as well as closely argued book times literary supplement this
work is an excellent historical and philosophical resource on a very difficult subject choice this collection of well written and carefully argued essays should be
interesting illuminating and thought provoking for students clinicians and scholars new england journal of medicine this book is highly recommended pharmacy book
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review this is a well balanced collection and the essays are of uniformly good quality very readable should be useful to anyone interested in this topic doody s
health sciences book review home page physician assisted suicide continues in the fine tradition of the medical ethics series published by indiana university press chapters
are authored by outstanding scholars from both sides of the debate providing a balanced in depth exploration of physician assisted suicide along clinical ethical
historical and public policy dimensions it is important reading for those who want to better understand the complex multilayered issues that underlie this
emotionally laden topic timothy quill m d robert weir has produced the finest collection of essays on physician assisted dying yet assembled in one volume physician
assisted dying involves ethical and legal issues of enormous complexity the deep strength of this anthology is its multi disciplinary approach which insightfully
brings to bear interpretations from history moral philosophy religion clinical practice and law this is a subject much like abortion that has divided america this
volume provides balanced scholarship that will help inform opinions from the hospital and hospice bedside to the halls of federal and state legislatures and
courtrooms lawrence o gostin co director georgetown johns hopkins program on law and public health this book is a timely and valuable contribution to the debate
highly recommended for academic collections library journal these essays shed light and perspective on today s hotly contested issue of physician assisted suicide the
authors were selected not only because of their experience and scholarship but also because they provide readers with differing points of view on this complex
subject and a potential moral quandary for us all

Medicine at the Courts of Europe, 1500-1837 1990-01

exploring renaissance humanists debates on matter life and the soul this volume addresses the contribution of humanist culture to the evolution of early modern
natural philosophy so as to shed light on the medical context of the scientific revolution

A History of Medicine: Medieval medicine 1996

this volume offers a multi disciplinary approach to the new galen text de indolentia discovered in 2005 it addresses galen s literary production his medical and
philosophical contribution the antonine plague the reign of commodus and finally the reception of the text

Physician-Assisted Suicide 1997-05-22

therapeutics has been central to the medical enterprise in all times and all places but a subject that is all too often neglected by historians the essays in this
volume follow a range in chronology from antiquity to the 1980s and in geography from the mediterranean basin to the new world they touch on such matters as
diet and drugs magic and surgery orthodox and unorthodox approaches what they share is an attempt to get beyond the easy dismissal of almost all therapeutics
before the twentieth century as meaningless and harmful and to examine concrete dimensions of the therapeutic encounter in its social professional religious and
scientific reverberations

Medical Humanism and Natural Philosophy 2011-12-23

professional education forms a key element in the transmission of medical learning and skills in occupational solidarity and in creating and recreating the very image
of the practitioner yet the history of british medical education has hitherto been surprisingly neglected building upon papers contributed to two conferences on the
history of medical education in the early 1990s this volume presents new research and original synthesis on key aspects of medical instruction theoretical and
practical from early medieval times into the present century academic and practical aspects are equally examined and balanced attention is given to different sites of
instruction be it the university or the hospital the crucial role of education in medical qualifications and professional licensing is also examined as is the part it has
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played in the regulation of the entry of women to the profession

Galen's Treatise Peri Alypias (De Indolentia) in Context 2019

the essays in this volume provide an unusual historical perspective on the experience of illness they try to reconstruct what being ill from a minor ailment to fatal
sickness was like in pre industrial society from the point of view of the sufferers themselves the authors examine the meanings that were attached to sickness popular
medical beliefs and practices the diffusion of popular medical knowledge and the relations between patients and their doctors both professional and fringe seen from
the patients point of view this is an important work for illness and death dominated life in earlier societies to an enormous degree yet almost no studies of this kind
have ever been carried out before practically all previous treatments having been written from the traditional point of view of the doctor the hospital or medical
science it will accordingly interest a wide range of readers interested in social history as well as the history of medicine itself

Essays in the History of Therapeutics 1991

professional education forms a key element in the transmission of medical learning and skills in occupational solidarity and in creating and recreating the very image
of the practitioner yet the history of british medical education has hitherto been surprisingly neglected building upon papers contributed to two conferences on the
history of medical education in the early 1990s this volume presents new research and original synthesis on key aspects of medical instruction theoretical and
practical from early medieval times into the present century academic and practical aspects are equally examined and balanced attention is given to different sites of
instruction be it the university or the hospital the crucial role of education in medical qualifications and professional licensing is also examined as is the part it has
played in the regulation of the entry of women to the profession contributors are juanita burnby w f bynum laurence m geary faye getz johanna geyer kordesch s w f
holloway stephen jacyna peter murray jones helen king susan c lawrence irvine loudon margaret pelling godelieve van heteren and john harley warner

The History of Medical Education in Britain 1995

athenian law and society focuses upon the intersection of law and society in classical athens in relation to topics like politics class ability masculinity femininity
gender studies economics citizenship slavery crime and violence the book explores the circumstances and broader context which led to the establishment of the laws
of athens and how these laws influenced the lives and action of athenian citizens by examining a wide range of sources from classical and late antique history and
literature kapparis also explores later literature on athenian law from the renaissance up to the 20th and 21st centuries examining the long lasting impact of the
world s first democracy athenian law and society is a study of the intersection between law and society in classical athens that has a wide range of applications
to study of the athenian polis as well as law democracy and politics in both classical and more modern settings

Patients and Practitioners 1985

latin medical texts transmit medical theories and practices that originated mainly in greece greek and roman in latin medical texts studies the ways in which this
cultural interaction led to innovations in the areas of anatomy pathology and pharmacology from the earliest latin medical texts until well into the medieval
world
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The History of Medical Education in Britain 2020-01-29

this text written by members of the wellcome institute for the history of medicine and first published in 1995 is designed to cover the history of western medicine from
classical antiquity to 1800 as one guiding thread it takes as its title suggests the system of medical ideas that in large part went back to the greeks of the eighth
century bc and played a major role in the understanding and treatment of health and disease its influence spread from the aegean basin to the rest of the mediterranean
region to europe and then to european settlements overseas by the nineteenth century however this tradition no longer carried the same force or occupied so central
a position within medicine this book charts the influence of this tradition examining it in its social and historical context it is essential reading as a synthesis for all
students of the history of medicine

Athenian Law and Society 2018-10-26

traces the evolution of medical education at barts from its foundation in 1123 to the college s merger with the london hospital and queen mary westfield college in
1995 medical education at st bartholomew s hospital traces the evolution of medical education at barts from its foundation in 1123 to the college s merger with
the london and queen mary westfield college in 1995 drawing on the hospital s rich archives it investigates how training was institutionalised and organised at
barts to explore the shifting nature of medical education between the eighteenth and late twentieth century medical education at st bartholomew s hospital in
analysing the history of the medical college at barts explores the relationship between clinical study science and the institution to look at the rise of the hospital
student the growth of laboratory medicine and the evolution of a research culture it places the changing nature of training at barts in the context of metropolitan
and national developments to analyse the structure of medical training the university of london and its impact on medical education and the experiences of the
students and staff questions are asked about how academic medicine developed and about the relationship between training the bedside teaching hospitals and the
politics of healthcare and higher education in looking at these areas existing notions of the development of medical education are problematised to provide a study
that explores the nature of medical education at barts and in london keir waddington is lecturer in history at cardiff university

'Greek' and 'Roman' in Latin Medical Texts 2014-07-03

accessible and up to date introduction to the legacy of hippocrates the man and the writings attributed to him

The Western Medical Tradition 1995-08-17

this journey to the beginnings of the physician s art brings to life the civilizations of the ancient world egypt of the pharaohs greece at the time of hippocrates rome
under the caesars the india of ashoka and china as mencius knew it probing the documents and artifacts of the ancient world with a scientist s mind and a detective s
eye guido majno pieces together the difficulties people faced in the effort to survive their injuries as well as the odd chilling or inspiring ways in which they rose to the
challenge in asking whether the early healers might have benefited their patients or only hastened their trip to the grave dr majno uncovered surprising answers by
testing ancient prescriptions in a modern laboratory illustrated with hundreds of photographs many in full color and climaxing ten years of work the healing hand is
a spectacular recreation of man s attempts to conquer pain and disease
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Medical Education at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, 1123-1995 2003

the idea of english medieval towns and cities as filthy muddy and insanitary is here overturned in a pioneering new study

The Eighteenth Century 1975

drawing on new testament studies and recent scholarship on the expansion of the christian church gary b ferngren presents a comprehensive historical account of
medicine and medical philanthropy in the first five centuries of the christian era ferngren first describes how early christians understood disease he examines the
relationship of early christian medicine to the natural and supernatural modes of healing found in the bible despite biblical accounts of demonic possession and
miraculous healing ferngren argues that early christians generally accepted naturalistic assumptions about disease and cared for the sick with medical knowledge
gleaned from the greeks and romans ferngren also explores the origins of medical philanthropy in the early christian church rather than viewing illness as punishment
for sins early christians believed that the sick deserved both medical assistance and compassion even as they were being persecuted christians cared for the sick within
and outside of their community their long experience in medical charity led to the creation of the first hospitals a singular christian contribution to health care a
succinct thoughtful well written and carefully argued assessment of christian involvement with medical matters in the first five centuries of the common era it is to
ferngren s credit that he has opened questions and explored them so astutely this fine work looks forward as well as backward it invites fuller reflection of the
many senses in which medicine and religion intersect and merits wide readership journal of the american medical association in this superb work of historical and
conceptual scholarship ferngren unfolds for the reader a cultural milieu of healing practices during the early centuries of christianity perspectives on science and
christian faith readable and widely researched an important book for mission studies and american catholic movements the book posits the question of what can take
its place in today s challenging religious culture missiology an international review gary b ferngren is a professor of history at oregon state university and a
professor of the history of medicine at first moscow state medical university he is the author of medicine and religion a historical introduction and the editor of
science and religion a historical introduction

The Cambridge Companion to Hippocrates 2018-11-08

piero camporesi is one of the most original and exciting cultural historians in europe today in this remarkable book he examines the imaginative world of poor and
ordinary people in pre industrial europe exploring their everyday preoccupations fears and fantasies camporesi develops the startling claim that many people in early
modern europe lived in a state of almost permanent hallucination drugged by their hunger or by bread adulterated with hallucinogenic herbs the use of opiate
products administered even to children and infants was widespread and was linked to a popular mythology in which herbalists and exorcists were important cultural
figures through a careful reconstruction of the everyday imaginative life of peasants beggars and the poor camporesi presents a vivid and disconcerting image of
early modern europe as a vast laboratory of dreams bread of dreams is a rich and engaging book which provides a fresh insight into the everyday life and attitudes of
people in pre industrial europe camporesi s vision is breathtaking and his work will be much discussed among social and cultural historians this edition includes a
preface by roy porter professor of the history of medicine at the wellcome institute for the history of medicine

The Healing Hand 1975

first published in 1999 the interaction between religion and medicine is universal throughout recorded history they meet at the great turning points of life at birth at
moments of acute suffering and at death not only are priest and doctor often needed at the same time and place the two roles have also been combined in ancient and
modem societies this volume looks at whether healers and religions have worked in harmony or been in conflict as well as their frequent and substantive interaction
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an international workshop lies behind this volume and one of the distinctive features of this project is that it brought together scholars of religion historians of
medicine anthropologists and medical practitioners

Urban Bodies 2013

galen of pergamum ad 129 c 216 was the most influential doctor of later antiquity whose work was to influence medical theory and practice for more than fifteen
hundred years he was a prolific writer on anatomy physiology diagnosis and prognosis pulse doctrine pharmacology therapeutics and the theory of medicine but he
also wrote extensively on philosophical topics making original contributions to logic and the philosophy of science and outlining a scientific epistemology which
married a deep respect for empirical adequacy with a commitment to rigorous rational exposition and demonstration he was also a vigorous polemicist deeply
involved in the doctrinal disputes among the medical schools of his day this volume offers an introduction to and overview of galen s achievement in all these fields
while seeking also to evaluate that achievement in the light of the advances made in galen scholarship over the past thirty years

A History of Medicine: Byzantine and Islamic medicine 1996

brings to light for the first time the innovative healing practices of monasteries and their role in the development of western medical tradition

Medicine and Health Care in Early Christianity 2016-08

the social history of medicine over the last fifteen years has redrawn the boundaries of medical history specialised papers and monographs have contributed to our
knowledge of how medicine has affected society and how society has shaped medicine this book synthesises through a series of essays some of the most significant
findings of this new social history of medicine the period covered ranges from ancient greece to the present time while coverage is not exhaustive the reader is able to
trace how medicine in the west developed from an unlicensed open market place with many different types of practitioners in the classical period to the nineteenth and
twentieth century professionalised medicine of state influence of hospitals public health medicine and scientific medicine the book also covers innovatory topics such
as patient doctor relationships the history of the asylum and the demographic background to the history of medicine

Bread of Dreams 2023-07-17

in the history of europe the middle ages or medieval period lasted from the 5th to the 15th century it began with the fall of the western roman empire and merged into
the renaissance and the age of discovery the middle ages is the middle period of the three traditional divisions of western history classical antiquity the medieval
period and the modern period in this long period of a thousand years there were all kinds of events and processes that were very different from each other temporally
and geographically differentiated responding both to mutual influences with other civilizations and spaces and to internal dynamics many of them had a great
projection towards the future among others those that laid the foundations of the development of the subsequent european expansion and the development of social
agents who developed a predominantly rural based society but witnessed the birth of an incipient urban life and a bourgeoisie that will eventually develop capitalism

Religion, Health and Suffering 2013-10-28

this is a comprehensive reference work which surveys all aspects of the history of medicine both clinical and social and reflects the complementary approaches to the
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discipline the editors have assembled an international team of scholars to provide detailed and informative factual surveys with contemporary interpretations and
historiographical debate special features comprehensive 72 substantial and original essays from internationally respected scholars unique no other publication
provides so much information in two volumes broad ranging includes coverage of non western as well as western medicine up to date incorporates the very latest in
historical research and interpretation user friendly clearly laid out and readable with a full index of topics and people indispensable essential information for study
and research including bibliographic notes and cross referencing between articles

Hippocratic Writings 1987

urban presents the nea in its historical context turning a fair and clear eye on this powerful and controversial organization and using this context to both criticize
and commend the culmination of a three decade long study this unique volume presents an unusually thorough and much needed holistic view of the nea

The Cambridge Companion to Galen 2008-08-14

what did pain and illness mean to early christians and how did their approaches to health care compare to those of the ancient greco roman world in this wide
ranging interdisciplinary study helen rhee examines how early christians viewed illness pain and health care and how their perspective was influenced both by judeo
christian tradition and by the milieu of the larger ancient world throughout her analysis rhee places the history of medicine greco roman literature and ancient
philosophy in constructive dialogue with early christian literature to elucidate early christians understanding appropriation and reformulation of roman and
byzantine conceptions of health and wholeness from the second through the sixth centuries ce utilizing the contemporary field of medical anthropology rhee engages
illness pain and health care as sociocultural matters through this and other methodologies she explores the theological meanings attributed to illness and pain the
religious status of those suffering from these and other afflictions and the methods systems and rituals that christian individuals churches and monasteries devised
to care for those who suffered rhee s findings ultimately provide an illuminating glimpse into how christians began forming a distinct identity both as part of and
apart from their greco roman world

From Monastery to Hospital 2005

herophilus a contemporary of euclid practiced medicine in alexandria in the third century b c and seems to have been the first western scientist to dissect the human
body he made especially impressive contributions to many branches of anatomy von staden assembles the fragmentary evidence concerning one of the more important
scientists of ancient greece

Medicine in Society 1992-02-27

this is the first to appear of the projected volumes of commentary to accompany the texts and translations on theophrastus of eresus sources for his life writings
thought and influence edited by w w fortenbaugh and others fhsg philosophia antiqua 54 leiden brill 1992 it covers the ancient secondary evidence for theophrastus
views on physiology zoology and botany the transmission reliability and doctrinal content of the reports in the text and translation volume are all discussed in
detail and general overviews are provided the commentary is an indispensable accompaniment to the text and translation volume and the two together will be an
important resource for students of the history of the biological sciences in antiquity
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Life in the Middle Ages 2013-06-20

the new testament gospels feature numerous social exchanges between jesus and people with various physical and sensory disabilities despite this traditional biblical
scholarship has not seen these people as agents in their own right but existing only to highlight the actions of jesus as a miracle worker in this study louise a
gosbell uses disability as a lens through which to explore a number of these passages anew using the cultural model of disability as the theoretical basis she
explores the way that the gospel writers as with other writers of the ancient world used the language of disability as a means of understanding organising and
interpreting the experiences of humanity her investigation highlights the ways in which the gospel writers reinforce and reflect as well as subvert culturally driven
constructions of disability in the ancient world

Companion Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine 2020-08-26

Gender, Race and the National Education Association 2022-10-22

Illness, Pain, and Health Care in Early Christianity 1989-04-20

Herophilus: The Art of Medicine in Early Alexandria 2016-06-21

Theophrastus of Eresus, Commentary Volume 5: Sources on Biology (Human Physiology, Living Creatures,
Botany: Texts 328-435) 2018-08-03

"The Poor, the Crippled, the Blind, and the Lame"
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